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This paper gives a condition that loop on a hyperbolic surface be homotopic to a power of a 
simple loop in terms of the trace of the corresponding isometry of the universal cover of the 
surface. This yields an algorithm for testing simplicity of loops as well as providing a universal 
lower bound for the lengths of loops which are not homotopic to powers of simple loops. 
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1. Introduction 
Let r be a discrete subgroup of the group 
PSL,(R) = sL,(w)/{*z} 
of isometries of the hyperbolic plane II-O’ and 
be the corresponding quotient surface. There is an epimorphism 
4: I-+ 77,(S). 
We are interested in determining those a E r for which the free homotopy class, 
{b(a)}, of loops in S corresponding to conjugates of 4(a) contains a simple loop, 
or a power of a simple loop. 
Our results are expressed in terms of the trace function, tr. Although tr is only 
defined up to sign on PSL,(R), our statements (particularly those involving 
inequalities) only involve elements of 
Ker(T+ H,(S; Z,)) 
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on which the trace function is well defined because the sign ambiguities occur in 
pairs. When referring to traces of other elements we will always assume a fixed, 
consistent lifting to SL,(R). 
Note that for a elliptic (Itr (YI< 2) #(a) = I, and for a parabolic (]tr Q/ =2){+(a)} 
always contains a power of a simple loop which surrounds a cusp of S. 
We denote the commutator a@-‘P- by [a, /_?I. 
Theorem 1. If a E I' is hyperbolic then { c$( a )} contains a power of a simple loop if 
and only if 
tr[a, /3+-‘1 z- 2 for all p E lY 
As one application we show (Corollary 3.6) that there is a universal lower 
bound (=2 In( 1 +h)) for the length of closed curves on hyperbolic surfaces 
which are not homotopic to powers of simple closed curves. 
In Section 4 we give an algorithm based on trace computations for determining 
whether a loop in a closed orientable surface is homotopic to a simple loop or to 
a power of a simple loop. 
I am indebted to Peter Shalen for introducing me to the use of the trace function 
in this context. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. We use the upper half space model W* = {z = x + yi: y > 0) with 
the action 
z+(az+b)/(cz+d) 
of PSL,(R) on R-U*. Any hyperbolic element (Y E RX.,(R) has an axis A,: the 
o-invariant geodesic in O-I* whose end points are the (distinct) fixed points of Q 
in the extended real axis. 
As observed by Poincart [7] the following are equivalent for o E r hyperbolic. 
(i) {4( LY)} contains a power of a simple loop 
(ii) A,/T is a simple closed curve in S=W*/T 
(iii) For all /3 E r either @(A,,) = A, or P(A,) n A, = 0. 
Since P(A,) = A,,,-!, and A, = A, if and only if [cu, y] = 1, the proof will be 
completed by: 
2.1. Lemma. Let CY and y be noncommuting hyperbolic elements of PSL,(R). Then 
A,nAA,=O ifand only if 
tr[a, y] 2 2. 
Proof. While a purely computational proof is available, we prefer one which involves 
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some 3-dimensional geometry. Thus we consider PSL2(C), the group of isometries 
of 
W3={w=z+tj: ZEC, t>O} 
under the action 
w+(aw+b)(cw+d)-‘. 
Identifying O-U’ with {x + 0; x E R, t > 0) preserves the given action of f?&(W) c 
P%,(C). 
Now any 6 E PSL,(@) = PGL,(C) (so we may consider representative matrices 
with determinant different from 1) has a (possibly degenerate) axis-the geodesic 
in W3 whose end points are the fixed points of 6 in C u {CO}. 
According to J$rgensen [5] the axis of the Lie producr 
of any two elements of PSL,(C) is the common perpendicular of A, and A,- 
properly interpreted in the degenerate cases. In particular cuy- ya is singular if (Y 
and y have a common fixed point. 
Note that if det CY = det y = 1, then 
det(cYy- ycz) = det([a, y]- I) =f(l) = 2-tr[a, y], 
where f(x) is the characteristic polynomial of [a, y]. 
For (Y and y noncommuting hyperbolic elements of PSL,(R) either a and y have 
(exactly one) common fixed point and tr[a, y] = 2, or A, and A, have a (unique) 
nondegenerate common perpendicular. In the first case A, n A, = 0. In the second 
A, n A, = 0 if and only if the common perpendicular A,,_, also lies in the plane 
{x + tj} (see Fig. I)-i.e. ay- ya has distinct real fixed points. 
The fixed points of 
are 
a-d*Jtr*S-4det6 
2c 
Since tr( a y - ycr) = 0, (Y y - ya has distinct real fixed points if and only if 
det(ay- ya)<O. 
But, as above 
det(ay- ya)=2-tr[ru, y]. 
This completes the proof. Cl 
The same reasoning applied to a collection of curves on a surface gives 
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Fig. I 
2.2. Corollary. Let a,, . . . , a, be pairwise noncommuting hyperbolic elements of a 
discrete subgroup rof PSL,(R). Then there is a collection w,, . . . , w, ofpairwise disjoint 
loops wi E {4(ai)}, in W’/T if and only if there are pi conjugate to ai with 
tr[Bi, pj] 2 2 for 011 i, j. 
3. Trace calculations 
In applying Theorem 1 it is convenient to make use of the many trace identities 
valid over SL2( K ), K any field. The basis of these is 
trqB+trc@-‘=trcxtrp. (3.1) 
From this follows the commutator formula 
tr[a, y] = tr’cz + tr’y + tr’ay - tr (Y tr y tr cuy -2. (3.2) 
This in turn leads to 
3.3. Lemma. For a, p E SL,(W) with CY hyperbolic, the following are equivalent: 
(i) tr[a, /3aj3-‘]3 2 
(ii) tr[ru, p] 5 tr’ (Y - 2, or tr[a, /3] S 2 
(iii) tr* jj +tr* crp - tr Q tr /3 tr cr/? 3 0 or tr* p + tr* a@ - tr (Y tr /3 tr CYP s 4 - tr* a. 
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Proof. For any y 
[a, r-q = r-b, YI-‘Y. 
Thus tr[a, y] = tr[a, y-l]. Hence 
tr[a,pap-‘]-2=t~~,pa-‘P-‘]-2, 
which by 3.2 is equal to 
tr* (Y +tr* Pa-‘j3-’ +tr’[a, /?I-tr a tr Sa-‘S-’ tr[a, PI-4 
= 2 tr* (Y + tr’[a, p] - tr* (Y tr[cr, j?] - 4 
= (tr[a, p] - Z)(tr[a, /3]- tr’ a +2). 
This gives (i)a(ii). Another application of 3.2 gives (ii)e(iii). •l 
Figure 2 shows the solution set of (iii) for fixed x = tr o in terms of y = tr /3 and 
2 = tr c@. 
z 
Fig. 2. For tr a = 6, tr p = y. tr up = z the shaded region and its reflection through the origin is the set 
where 3.3(iii) is not satisfied. 
The elements of finite order in any discrete subgroup r of PSf.,(R) are precisely 
the elliptic elements of r-those with trace between -2 and 2. Thus for torsion free 
groups Theorem 1 and Lemma 3.3 can be strengthened to 
Theorem 2. Let r be a discrete torsion free subgroup of PSL,(R) and (Y be a hyperbolic 
element of r then the following are equivalent. 
(i) {+(a)} contains a power of a simple loop. 
(ii) tr[~,@xp-‘]>-2forallj!JEZY 
(iii) 2 tr* a +tr*[a, p]- tr* LY tr[a, p]> 0 for all /3 E ZY 
This leads to the fact that elements of sufficiently small trace are universally simple: 
3.4. Corollary. Zf cx E PSL,(R) satisjes Itr a I< 2&, then for any discrete torsion free 
subgroup rof PSL,(W) containing cr, {d(a)} contains a power of a simple loop in Hz/T. 
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Proof. As noted earlier there is nothing to prove unless cx is hyperbolic. 
For fixed x, the function 
fx(y)=2x2+y2-xzy 
has a minimum at y = x2/2. The minimum value 
f,(x’/2) = 2x*- x4/4 
is positive if x2< 8. Putting x = tr a, y = tr[cu,P], we see that condition (iii) of 
Theorem 2 is satisfied for all p if Itr LY[ < 242. 0 
Note if we assume, in addition, that r has no parabolic elements the theorem 
remains valid upon replacing each ‘<’ by ‘s’. 
Any complete hyperbolic surface S is isometric to Hz/r for f = r,(S) a discrete 
torsion free subgroup of PSL,(R). 
A free homotopy class { c$( (Y)} contains a unique geodesic: namely A,/T (traversed 
with appropriate multiplicity in case a is a power in f). Its length, I(a), (the 
translation distance of a along A,) is a monotone increasing function of Itr a( 
according to 
I( a) = 2 In 
( 
Itr CY] +Jtr*a -4 
> 2 . 
(3.5) 
(c.f. [l, pg. 1731.) 
Applying this to 3.4 we obtain 
3.6. Corollary. If Sis any complete hyperbolic surface and w is a loop on S of length 
less than 2 In( 1 t-42), th en w is homotopic to a power of a simple loop. 
4. The algorithm 
There are several algorithms for determining simplicty of loops in surfaces [2], 
[3], [8], [9]. The one we give here most closely resembles that of [8] except that the 
decisions are based on trace calculations. 
Let S be a closed, oriented surface of genus g. In the standard way we present 
( 
B 
n,(S)= al9.. . , azg: II ["2i-L* O2il . 
i=l > 
A word 
w = a:; . . . a:““, &i=fl 
in the generators is said to be Dehn reduced if it is reduced and cyclically reduced 
and if neither w nor any of its cyclic conjugates contains a string of more than 2g 
consecutive letters which are also consecutive in some cyclic conjugate of the relator 
n [Uzi_1, U*i] or its inverse. 
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Let D be a disk in S centered at the base point, *. Any path in S with end points 
in D represenfs a unique element of T,(S, *) = rr,(S, D). 
A loop w: (I, df) + (S, *) is said to be Dehn reduced if 
(i) the only singularities of w are double points with transverse intersection and 
which lie in Int D-*, 
(ii) w is a path product 
w=o,...w,, 
where each wj is a simple path with end points in D and which represents a? for 
some be(l)..., 2g}, .z~E{*~}, and 
(iii) w = a:,l . . . a4 is a Dehn reduced word. 
Every loop in S is freely homotopic to a Dehn reduced loop. 
Let w be a Dehn reduced loop with double points p,, . . . , pk. For each i E { 1,. . . , k} 
put p, = w(Ui) = w(bi) where 0 < U, < bi < 1 and let 
hi = wI[O, bi] * ( w I[03 ai])-’ 
Pi = wJ[“, ail ’ CwlIbi9 ll> 
= #!;‘a. 
The elements Ii = [A,] E rr,(S, *), i = 1,. . . , k are called ([8]) the indicating words 
corresponding to w = [w]. 
The algorithm is based on 
Theorem 3. Let w be a Dehn reduced loop in S and let I,, . . . , lk be the indicating 
words corresponding to w = [o] E v,(S, *). Let I): rr,(S, *) --, PSL,(!R) be a discrete, 
faithful representation. 
Then w is freely homotopic in S to a 
I 
power of a simple loop 
simple loop 
if and only if 
forulliE{l,...,k}. 
Proof. Let I’= n(?r,(S)) and identify S with Hz/T. Let a = n(w), pi = ~(1~). 
Suppose w is freely homotopic to a power of a simple loop. Then by Theorem 
1, tr[a, /3a/?-‘1 s 2 for all /3 E r and in particular for /3 = pi. Suppose further that w 
is homotopic to a simple loop, but that tr[a, Piapf’] = 2 for some i. Then CY and pi 
commute; so they are powers of a third element. But w must be primitive in n,(S) 
hence 1i is a power of w. Using the fact that w is Dehn reduced this contradicts 
Dehn’s solution (c.f. [4]) to the word problem for a,(S). 
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Now suppose that tr[a, P’c+;‘]z 2 for each in { 1,. . . , k} but that w is not 
homotopic to a power of a simple loop. Thus tr[a, /3a/3-‘] < 2 for some p E f. Let 
(3: I+WZ 
be a lifting of w such that a(cj(0)) = (3( I). Put 
x = #~,I&(;( I)). 
By Lemma 2.1 A, n P(Ap) # 0. Since X is asymptotic to A,, X n p(X) # 0. Then 
for some m, n 
But then anpam is either pi or P;‘a, for some i; since a path in (3(I) u a”&“(G(l)) 
from G(O) to a”/3a”(G(O)) must cover either some Ai or some pi. 
This gives a contradiction since 
tr[q pc@-‘I= tr[q (~“@Y~)cY(cY”/~cY”)-‘] 
and since 
tr[a, P;‘(YP(]=tr[(Y, p&x@;‘]; 
because [a, p&I;‘] = fii[a, /3;‘&]-‘@;I. 
Finally, suppose tr[cr, Piap;‘]> 2 for every i. If w is not homotopic to a simple 
loop, then cy =CY~ for some CY,E~ and p>O. Now A, =al(Aa); so X and al(X) 
are both asymptotic to A,. If X n a’(X) = 0, then for some (non relatively compact) 
component U of W* - X we have (Y’( U) s U and (Y( U) = U. This contradicts CY~ = a. 
Thus o’(X) n X f 0. But then, as in the previous case, Q”CY’CY~ = pi or P;‘a for 
some m, n, i and we have a contradiction as before 0 
In applying this alogirthm we have found the following representation particularly 
convenient. 
4.1. The following representation 7: rrl(S,) + Z?SL,(B[\Ii] is discrete, faithful and has 
the property that for every a E nl(.Sg) tr( n(a)) E 2h. For g = 2 
2+2JS -3 
aI-+ 
a+[-; [ -45 2 2-2J5 1 3 
7: 
-2 +2J5 6 +3Ji 
a3 + [ 1 -6 +3J5 -2-2x5 
2 3 +2x6 
a4+ 1 -3+2x6 2 
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For g > 2 n is composition of the above with the covering space homomorphism 
T(Sg) + T(S*) 
al--* aI 
a2+a2 
a2i+, + a:a,a;’ 
:}*4iBg-2 
LZzi+z+ a:a2a;’ 
a2g-l + 4 
The image group is obtained from a Fuchsian group in PSL,(Z[i]) described by 
Mennicke [6] by conjugating into PSI,,(R)-to be consistent with our text. The 
elements are all of the form 
a-& b+& 
-b+.& > a+& ’ 
a,b,c,dEE. 
In particular the traces are even integers. 
Note that for [w] E r,( S,) ; if-w is not homotopic to a simple loop then the length 
of w is at least twice the ‘minima1 length’ (corresponding under 3.5 to trace = 4). 
Converting back to traces gives our final observation: 
4.2. If [W]E r,(S,) satisfies 
Itr dwlI< 14 
the w is homotopic to a simple loop. 
This inequality is sharp since tr ~(a:) = 14. 
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